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Abstract

With the increased confidence in, and the use of the Intemet and the

World Wide Web, the number of electronic commerce (e-commerce)

transactions is growing rapidly. To increase throughput and reduce

response time for e-commerce transaction requests, pa¡allel processing

techniques can be used. The parallel processing techniques addressed in

this thesis focus on parallelizing online transaction processing (OLIP).

The aims of this thesis are to:

L characterize e-commerce transactions with a view to find those

aspects that would benefit from parallel processing;

2. evaluate current parallel processing techniques to determine those

fechniques that can be appiied to e-commerce transactions; and

3. provide a reliable, flexible, and scalâble design of an e-commerce

transaction processing system that uses parallel processing

techniques to deal with dâta intensive transactions and to process

those transactions faster.

My contributions of this thesis are as follows. First, I addressed the

opportunities that could apply parallel processing techniques in the

business logic tier and the database tier in multi-tier e-commerce systems.

Second, I developed several generic parallel algorithms for e-commerce

systems. Third, I implemented a prototype e-commerce transaction

processing system that used those parallel processing techniques.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Electn¡níc commerce (e-commerce) is the use of computers and telecommunication

technologies to share business information, maintain business relationships, and

conduct business transactions. Its genesis is traced back to the Electronic Data

Interchange (EDI) activity in the 1960's. EDI refers to the set of activities that are

related to the electronic facilitation of the transactions between venders and buyers

(purchase orders, waybills, manifests and schedules). Cunently, e-commerce depends

mostly on the Intemet as the underlying platform. Business transactions are events

that serve the mission of a business. A transaction provides the primary means by

which a business interacts with its suppliers, customers, partners, employees, and the

government. Transactions are significant because they capture and/or create data

about and for businesses [W897]. Examples of transactions include purchases, orders,

sales, reservations, shipments, invoices, and payment processing.

E-commerce began in the 1990's and was largely driven by the invention of the

World Wide Web. The adoption of e-commerce has led to many new business models.

The most important models of e-commerce are business{o-business (B2B),

business-to-consumer (B2C), and consumer-to-consumer (C2C). C2C e-comtnerce

refers to the use of the Intemet by consumers to provide goods and information to

othe¡ consumers; it offers an effective way to exchange goods and information

between consumers. B2C e-commetce mostly refers to the use of the Internet by a

business to provide goods and services to customers; it offers consumers a fast and

efficient way to access vaÌious products and services from retailers all over the world



without leaving home. B2B e-commerce refers to the use of the Internet between

businesses to order products, receive invoices, and make payments; it reduces

production costs, accelerates ordering processes, and improves inventory management.

By exploiting efficiency, economy, and speed of the Internet, e-coÍtmerce simplifies

and reduces the cost of processes involved in business transactions. The parallel

processing techniques proposed in this thesis can be easily applied to B2C and B2B

e-commerce systems.

Transactions and transaction systems were introduced many years ago [GR92],

and are closely related to databases. A database is a collection of related data. A

transaclion can be viewed as a set of recorded state changes in the records of a

database (induced by some specific business processes); it commonly exhibits four

properties: atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability (ACID) lcRgzl. Atomicity

means that a transaction is either all done or not done, but it cannot be pa-rtly executed.

Consistency means a transaction should not violate the integrity of data. Isolation

means that each transaction is processed separately and is not interfered by the

processing of other transactions. Durabilìty means that once a transaction is

completed successfully, its result is stored in the database and will not be affected by

failures [GR92]. My prototype e-conìmerce system implemented in this thesis

maintains the ACID properties of transactions.

The transaction processing system is a critical component of any e-corimerce

system that must manage the transactions between thousands of concunent clients and

back-end systems. Traditional sequential t¡ansaction processing techniques may fail to



meet e-cornmerce system requirements such as high thoughput and high performance.

To overcome the limitations of sequential processing, such as poor performance and

poor throughput, parallel processingl techniques could be used to deal with the

demands of e-commerce transactions. In this thesis, I focus on using parallel

processing techniques to improve the performance and throughput of e-commerce

transaction processing systems.

E-commerce transactions include both onJine analytical processing (OLAP) and

online transaction processing (OLTP) transactions. The OLIP of e-commerce

transactions manages data and processes orders. The OLAP of e-commerce

transactions analyzes historical data from OLTP e-commerce systems and provides

reports in support of management decisions. In general, OLTP deals with the atomic

level of data, needs fast responses, and normally follows standard procedures and

well-defined workflows. OLAP focuses on providing analysis capability to

management and typically deals with billions or even trillions of transaction records

spanning periods from several days to decades.

Although some parallel implementations of OLAP transactions [GC97, GC99]

and many parallel implementations of databases [DG92, Fur04, RHN05, WTCY94]

have been proposed, to the best of my knowledge, parallel implementations of OLTP

transactions specific to e-commerce are rarely existed.

I Parallel prccessitrg rcfers 10 the use of a collectiott of ptocessirtg elenents for cooperatívely

so lv itt g p r o b I e nr fo st.



However, I observe that there are many opporh.rnities to apply parallel processing

techniques to OLTP in an e-commerce system. Hence, in this thesis, I focus on

proposing parallel processing techniques for e-commerce OLT? transactions. To

eìaborate, typical architecture of an e-commerce system is th¡ee-tiered clienlserver

architecture consisting of the GUI tier, the business logic tier, and the database tier. In

the business logic tier, one could use a single processor server using multithreading or

a multi-processor server to process many transactions concurrently. In the database

tier, the database could be fragmented horizontally2 and distributed to multiple

database servers or simply replicated over a number of servers. When a user

transaction is processed, the transaction could be processed in parts across multiple

database servers simultaneously. For instance, when a user wants to find a particular

product, he/she could submit the search criteria to the server. The server in the

business logic tier could then transform the sea¡ch into a query. The query could then

be forwarded to different systems for processing. For each system, the query could be

executed against parallel databases in the database tier.

E-commerce systems are complex. A single transaction may include several

logical steps. Some of these steps have dependencies between them, while others do

not. The steps that have no dependencies can be executed concurrently.

As described above, there are opportunities to apply parallel processing

techniques when an e-commerce system processes e-commerce transactions.

2 Horízoutal fi'agmentatíon dititles a database telation "horizontally" into uultiple
non-ove appi¡tg sttb-relations havittg tlte tuntber of colutttts bul fever totvs. Itt other worcls, each

hori¿ontal ft'agnent is a collection ofrorvs ofthe original dutqbase rclat¡o ,



Identifying what to parallelize and which parallel techniques to use, and incorporating

them into a flexible and scalable design for a parallel e-commerce system is the focus

of this thesis. Thus, the aims of this thesis are to:

t. cha¡acterize e-commerce transactions with a view to find those aspects

that would benefit from parallel processing:

evaluate current parallel processing techniques to determine those

techniques that can be applied to e-commerce transactions; and

provide a reliable, flexible, and scalable design of an e-commerce

transaction processing system that uses parallel processing techniques to

deal with data intensive transactions and process those transactions faster.

3.

l.L Scope and Contributions

This thesis describes an e-commerce system design that is three-tiered architecture

(the GUI tier, the business logic tier, and the database tier) system using different

parallel processing techniques. The design helps e-commerce systems that deal with

large dataset to get faster response. This thesis also describes an implementation of a

prototype e-commerce transaction processing system that is developed to demonstrate

the feasibility of the design. I compare my implementation with the implementation of

an e-commerce system that uses traditional sequential processing techniques, and

highlight the performance improvement brought by my design.

Although the research described in this thesis is in the context of e-co¡nmerce

systems, the ideas presented in the parallel e-commerce system desìgn can be



extended to other multi-tier data intensive applications. My contributions of this thesis

are as follows:

a I address those opportunities that could apply parallel processing techniques

in a multi-tier e-commerce system. Some of the opportunities were not fully

explored in pervious researches, namely the opporhrnities in the workflow in

the business logic tier. In this thesis, we process not only data but also

independent workflows in the business logic tier in parallel.

I develop several generic parallel algorithms that could deal with typical

e-commerce system operations.

I design and implement a prototype e-commerce system that applies those

parallel processing techniques.

All these contributions help us to provide a reliable and scalable platform for

e-commerce systems.

1.2 Organization

The remaining of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides background

information on e-comrnerce transactions and transaction systems, and on parallel

processing techniques. In addition, the chapter also introduces the middleware

framework used in this thesis. Chapter 3 analyzes some typical e-coÍìmerce

transactions that can benefit from applying parallel processing techniques and gives

the algorithms that could be applied to these transactions. Chapter 4 describes an

implementation of the prototype e-commerce transaction processing system.



Chapter 5 describes and analyzes the performance result of the prototype e-commerce

system. Chapter 6 provides conclusions and discusses possible future work,



Chapter 2 Background Literature

An e-commerce system involves different technologies, including databases and

workJlows. Moreover, features, such as real-time behavior, dynamism, concurrency

and distribution, characterize e-commerce transactions [Ehi97]. Furthermore, formal

design methodologies are desirable to design reliable e-commerce systems [Ehi01].

To appreciate the research problem presented in this thesis, one better fully

understands e-commerce related issues and technologies such as databases, workflows,

e-commerce transaction characteristics, and the e-commerce formal design. Moreover,

to apply parallel techniques, a thorough understanding of parallel processing from

both the hardwa¡e and the software perspectives is essential.

2.L E-commerce Transactions and Transaction Systems

E-commerce transactions maintain the ACID properties, and are characterized by

features such as real-time behavior, dynamism, concunency and distribution. An

e-commerce system is inherently distributed in nature. A single e-cornmerce

transaction may consist of interactions across multiple departments of an organization,

may even access data from multiple external organizations [Ehi01, WVD98], and may

possibly involve concurrent operations. Because of the concurrent operations, data

(such as inventory data) can also be changed dynarnically in an e-commerce system as

in some other types of systems. Such dynamic changes could influence the processing

of transactions. For example, when several customers check the availability of a

certain item, which is the only one left in an e-cornmerce site, the site might report



that the item is still available. Howeve¡ when these customers request the item

concunently, only the first order will be processed successfully. The inventory data

will be updated when the first order is committed. Then, the item will become

unavailable. Orders from other customers will fail because the inventory data has

been updated. An e-commerce system also requires real-time responses. The result

from the response will determine further steps of the process. For example, when a

customer provides his/her credit card information to check out the contents of his/her

shopping cart (i.e., decides to finalize the purchase), the system will forward the credit

card information to a credit card company for processing. A real-time response

(within an acceptable time-period) from the credit card company is required to

continue the process. The result from the credit card company (approval or

disapproval) will determine the further steps of the process. If the e-commerce system

does not get any response from the credit ca¡d company in the required time, an

exception process will be executed. These characteristics of e-commerce transactions

(real-time behavior, dynamism, concurÌency and distribution) should be considered

and reflected in the design of the e-commerce system.

An e-commerce transaction must also be interoperable with legacy systems and

infrastructures. Most e-commerce systems are developed on top of existing systems.

Therefore, to preserve the investment in legacy systems, e-commerce tfansactions

must integfate with these legacy systems.



2.2 P ar allel Processin g

In parallel processing, a program is divided into multiple fragments among multiple

processors, and these fragments are executed simultaneously. The objective of using

parallel processing is to speed up3 and,/or scale upa the processing of transactions.

Parallel processing architecture can be categorized into three groups according to the

particular system resources that are shared: shared memory systems, shared disk

systems, and shared nothing systems [TV02, Zom96].

A shared memoty s)srem has multiple processors, a global shared memory, shared

disks and shared input/output devices. All processors have full access to the shared

memory through a common bus. Communication between processors occurs via the

shared memory. A sha¡ed memory system has its merits, such as fast memory access

and easy administration. However, it suffers from limited scalability since the shared

memory can become a bottleneck.

A sharcd disk system has multiple processors, shared disks and other input/output

devices. Each processor, however, has its own memory and cache. All processors have

full access to all the shared disks and other shared resources through a shared

interconnection network. The sha¡ed disk system is designed to have high availability.

All the data should be accessible even if one node dies. Since any node can access all

the data in a shared disk system, global concurrency control is required. Therefore, a

3An objectit'e of usírry parøllel ptocessirtg is to tlecrease the tine løken for processing rruusactiorts

when lhe nuniter of processor,s iucteases.
4Anolher objectìr,e of usirtg parallel processitrg is to susttún tlrc response ti rc per tra sqclion

wltet tlrc nunbers of ptocessors antl of lt atrsoclíons ¡ncrcase.



shared disk system requires explicit message exchange for system wide

synchronization. The performance of a shared disk system is reduced because of the

need for inter-node synchronization.

A shared nothing system has multiple processors where each processor has its own

memory, cache, disks and other inpuloutput devices. Nodes a¡e connected via an

interconnection network. To access the memory of another node, the user must pass a

request tfuough the interconnection network. A weakness of a sha¡ed nothing system

is its high communication latency. However, such a system has several advantages,

including improved scalability (as a shared nothing system can be easily extended to

hundreds or even thousands of nodes) and high availability. Hence, in this thesis, I use

a sharcd nothing system.

To leverage the benefits of different parallel processing system models and to

overcome their limitations, several combinations of different parallel processing

systems have also been proposed. For example, several shared disk systems can be

connected as part of a larger shared nothing system tBFV96l.

2.3 Parallel Databases

The parallel processing architecture introduced in Section 2.2 allows multiple

computers to share data, software, and/or input & output devices. To take advantage

of such architecture, developers designed parallel databases in which multiple

instances of a single physical database can run on multiple computers. Comparing



with traditional databases, a parallel database can provide higher performance, higher

availability, more flexibility, and better ability to provide high throughput.

In a parallel database, if the execution of a transaction is decomposed into

multiple processing steps, a set of corresponding database requests can be executed in

pæallel. There are th¡ee kinds of database parallelism [DG92, RNS96, WTCY94]:

1. Inter-query parallelism occurs when two or more independent database

requests afe executed at the same time, thereby increasing overall throughput

in the database system,

Inter-opemtion parallelistn occurs when two or more operations within a

single database request are executed simultaneously. For example, there might

be SCAN and JOIN operations in a query. In this case, SCAN and JOIN

operations could be executed in parallel.

Intra-opercttion parallelism is obtained by executing the same operation on

different data fragments s. For example, a database can be horizontally

fragmented into several fragments, and these fragments a¡e distributed across

several database servers. There might be a SCAN operation in a query. The

SCAN can be sent to these database servers and be executed concurrently in

parts. In this thesis, I use intra-operation parallelism.

sln parallel systens, relatíons can be divided into snaller frcgntents and stoted et díîerent s¡tes.

Eaclt fragnrent is a loq¡cal u ít oÍ dara.

t2



These three forms of parallelism are only theoretical models. In reality, the

parallelism depends largely on the implementation. However, realizing these

parallelisms is a complicated task.

Parallel database system architecture can use the parallel processing architecture

discussed in Section 2.2. For example, in the shared memory afchitecture, data and

messages are exchanged through the shared memory. Advantages of using such

a¡chitecture include easier synchronization, low overhead for load balancing.

However, this architecture does not scale very well. On the other hand, the shared

nothing architecture is more popular due to its scalability and high reliability. It can

be easily built from existing machines using an interconnection network tMD97l.

In parallel database systems, the database can be physically distributed to different

database servers by fragmenting and replicating the data. Fragmentation divides

relations into horizontal or vertical partitions. Fragmentation is desirable because it

reduces the size of relations involved in user queries. Each of the fragments may also

be replicated based on the user access patterns tKPAG99l. Partitioning and

distributing the data helps improve the performance of a parallel database system

because it allows each data section to be processed individually. Similarly, data

replication helps improve the performance by providing an opportunity for each

individual data set to be processed individually.

In addition to the static data placement method described in the previous

paragraph, some dynamic data placement methods also exist. A dynamic data

allocation method identifies data fragments that are frequently accessed and moves



data from those nodes to other nodes. So, data in different nodes can be accessed

evenly throughout the system. Dynamic data allocation will prevent a certain node to

be overburdened, and thus it will reduce chances of system failure [RM95]. When

data are fragmented and distributed, a database query specified in global relations is

transformed into one that operates on fragments. Data localization techniques are used

for the transformation. In data localization, opportunities for parallel execution are

identified and unnecessary work is eliminated. Localization involves changing the

order of operations, determining the execution sites for various distributed operations,

and identifying the best-distributed execution algorithms for distributed operations

tMOW97l. When data a¡e distributed, the high communication overhead on complex

queries involving joins can lead to serious performance overhead. Thus, many

different query optimization solutions have been proposed [Fur04, RHN05, ZCRS05].

Parallel hash-join algorithms such as hybrid hash join or GRACE [YM98] consider

dynamic partitioning and allocation intervening relation fragments into processors for

fast join processing. These strategies allocate a hash range to each processor, which

builds a hash table and redi¡ects hared relation fragments to the conesponding

processor. Placement dependency [LCK96, HL00] is another successful relation

fragment collocation strategy.

2.4 Workflow

According to Lawrence [Law97], a worlcflow is "the automation of a business process,

in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one

participant (human or machine) to another for action, according to a set of procedural



rules". It is a flow consisting of logical steps of work that can be executed

automatically or manually.

Many e-commerce business processes can be modeled as some small sequences of

logical steps. These steps are executed in an order according to the data and control

dependencies among them. These processes can be modeled as workflows. It is easy

to automate, coordinate, and control these logical activities using worKlows. Logical

steps that have no dependencies among them can be processed in parallel.

The following are some examples of related work in the area of workJlow in

e-commerce [AFH+99, CDTA99, DDA+98, SABS02]. Alonso et al. [AFH+99]

proposed the WISE (Workflow-based Intemet SErvices) project, which provides a

coherent platform for an enterprise network that can be seamlessly integrated with

e-commerce systems. They used workflow to design and document the system. Dogac

et al. [CDTA99, DDA+98] introduced architecture that integrates workflow

technology in e-commerce. To deal with the difficulties, such as concurrency control

and recovery control, that people face when integrating workflow in e-commerce

systems, Schuldt et al. [SABS02] proposed a unified model for concurrency control

and recovery for workflow. The model provides a complete framework for developing

applications using workflow. All these projects use workflow in e-commerce systems,

but none of them exploits the power of parallel processing.



2.5 E-commerce Design Issues

In e-commerce systems, transactions should be processed reliably and correctly in real

time. Only well-designed, robust and fail-safe e-commerce systems will attain all the

potential benefits of migrating and deploying business transactions online [Ehi0l].

Several different formal e-commerce designs have been proposed, including (a) a

formal e-commerce framework using Z [Spi92] & the ZEVES tool [Saa99], and

(b) Petri nets [BLWWg5]. These proposed formal designs of e-commerce systems

provide generic models of e-co[rmerce systems. An e-commerce system developed

using these formal models should provide a correct and robust transaction processing

environment for e-commerce.

2.6 Limitations of Related Work

An e-commerce system deals with large number of business transactions. To obtain

high performance and high throughput, a flexible and scalable design for an

e-coÍìÌnerce transaction processing system that applies parallel processing techniques

is necessary. To provide such a design, a ca¡eful analysis of e-co[ìmerce system is

essential. Such analysis must include two different parts: (a) characterizing

e-commerce transactions to isolate those operations or functions that would benefit

from parallel processing, and (b) evaluating existing parallel processing techniques to

determine those suitable to e-commerce transactions.

The sequential processing model is inadequate for an e-commerce system. Most of

the related work on parallel databases discussed in Section 2.3 use parallel processing



techniques to obtain high performance and high throughput. However, they only

partially exploit the opportunities that could provide benefits by using parallel

processing techniques for e-commerce transactions. They focus on parallelism in the

database only. In my proposed solution, in addition to the parallelism in database, I

aìso apply parallel processing techniques in workflows. Thus, my proposed solution

yields higher perfornance and higher throughput in the execution of e-commerce

transactions.

2.7 CORBA Introduction

In this thesis, I extensively used the object-based model CORBA (Common Object

Request Broker Architecture) [Obj98], which is an open, vendor-independent

architecture and infrastructure that computer applications use to work together over

networks.

An important characteristic of large networks, such as the Internet and corporate

intranets, is that they are heterogeneous. A network might consist of mainframes,

UMX wo¡kstations, and Windows systems. The networks and protocols that connect

these systems might also be diverse: FDDI, ATM, TCP/IP, and Novell Netware. In the

ideal world, heterogeneity enables us to use the best combination of hardwa¡e and

software for each portion of an enterprise. However, dealing with heterogeneity in a

distributed environment has never been easy. In particular, the development of

software applications and components that make efficient use of heterogeneous

networked systems is very challenging. To solve this problem, the Object

Management Group (OMG) defined CORBA.



Before introducing CORBA, I will provide a brief highlevel overview of Object

Management Architecture (OMA). The OMA is the framework within which all OMG

adopted technology fits. It provides two fundamental models (Core Object Model and

Reference Model), on which CORBA is based. The Cor¿ Object Model defines how

objects are described and distributed across a heterogeneous environment, while the

Reþrcnce Model describes how those objects interact. New technology specifications

must fit into the Core Object Model and the Reference Model in order to be

acceptable as OMG specifications.

In the OMA Core Object Model, an object is encapsulated in an entity with a

distinct identity. The services of that object can only be accessed through well-defined

interfaces. Clients issue requests to the object to perform services on their behalf. The

requests do not rely on the location of objects and the language used for the

implementation of objects.

Figure 2-l OMA Reference Model



The OMA Reference Model is an architectural framework that identifies and

characterizes the interface and components that compose the OMA. Figure 2-1 shows

the component of OMA reference model. The Object Request Broker (ORB) acts as a

message bus between objects located on machines ofa network, which enables clients

and objects to communicate in a distributed environment. Four categories of object

interfaces that can utilize the ORB component are:

O Application Intetfaces, which are interfaces that developed specifically for a

given application. These interfaces are not standa¡dized.

O Domain Interfaces, which a¡e sets of interfaces that are application

domain-specific, such as telecommunications, Internet, business objects,

manufacturìng, and health care.

Common Facilities, which a¡e sets of interfaces for end-user-oriented

facilities providing facilities across application domains. These facilities

include the Distributed Document Component Facility (a compound

document presentation based on OpenDoc), Time Operations &

Internationalization, Data Interchange & Mobile Agents, the Business Object

facility, and the Printing facility.

Object Services, which are sets of interface specification providing

fundamental services that are likely to be used in any program based on

distr.ibuted objects. Examples are Name Service (which allows clients to

locate object by name) and Trading Service (which allows clients to locate

object by properties).

a



CORBA is a specification of the functionality of the ORB (the message bus that

conveys invocation requests and results to CORBA objects). CORBA specification

provides both location transparency and programming language transparency.

Location transparcncy means that the client invokes operations on a CORBA object

without needing to k¡ow where the object resides. The invocation of a method of

remote CORBA object is as simple as the invocation of a method of a local object.

Progrumming language transparency means that a programmer could implement the

functionality encapsulated in an object using the most appropriate language such as C,

C++, Smalltalk, Ada-95, COBOL, or Java. The language transparency is rnade

possible by the implementation-neutral interface definition language (IDL).

IDL separates the interface from implementation, and provides the basis of

agreement about what can be requested of an object impiementation via the ORB. It

defines what operations an object supports, the parameters types, and the retum types

of these operations. The programmer of the client side only needs the interfaces

defined by IDL to write a client code. Through a language mapping, the client can use

the data type defined in IDL.

The IDL compiler generates a stub code and a skeleton. The client can link to the

stub code, which translates the client request into a request message to an object

implementation. The process of translating a client's request is called marshallíng.

The implementation of the object connects to the skeleton, which unmarshals the

request into programming language data types. In the same way, the implementation

of the object returns the result to the client. Different IDL compilers with different



language mappings can generate the stub code and skeleton. Figve 2-2 shows how

the stub, the ORB, and the skeleton works. The stub code and skeleton code are linked

to client and object implementation, respectively. They also connect to the ORB Core

and the run-time system for conveying requests from client and results from object

implementation.

Climtplatfcrm Sen,tr platlcrm

Figure 2-2 Stub, ORB, and Skeleton

Figure 2-3 shows an ORB interface, which contains the static invocation (showed in

Figure 2-2), the dynamic invocation and the object adaptor. A static invocation means

that the IDL is defined at compile time, and only the operations defined in the IDL

interface can be invoked. The CORBA speciñcation defines a Dynamic Invocation

Interface (DII), which allows client to build requests dynamically for any operation.

In response to the DII, a Dynamic Skeleton Intetface (DSI) is defined for arbitrary

requests. The DII defines the form of a request \rr'hich is sent to an object denoted by

an object reference (handle of an object) to request the invocation of a particular

operation with padicular arguments. By using the DII, clients that know the object by

reference can determine its interface type. The DII enables clients build a request

without using the stub code generated by the IDL compiler, The DSI deals with



requests in a generic manner. The DSI looks at the requested operations and their

arguments, and interprets the semantics dynamically. An object adaptor connects the

object implernentation with an ORB. The ORB uses the object adaptor to manage the

run-time environment of the object implementation.

IrìaBs
________________>

Opdatim0

Figure 2-3 ORB Interfaces

The OMG IDL is not a programming language but a declarative language. It does not

contain features such as control conshucts. So, it cannot be used directly to implement

distributed applications. Instead, the IDL is mapped to the facilities of a given

programming language via language mapping. Cunently, the OMG has standardized

several language bindings for CORBA. The current suppofed language mappings are

C, C++, Smalltalk, Ada-95, COBOL, LISR Python, and Java.

In order to solve the interoperability of different commercial ORB products,

CORBA introduced general ORB interoperability architecture that provides direct

ORB+o-ORB interoperability. The general ORB interoperability architecture is based

on General Inter-ORB protocol (GIOP), which defines a set of message formats and



transfer syntax for ORB interoperation without requiring a particular network

transport protocol. The Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) specifies how the GIOP is

built over TCPÂP; it defines some primitives to assist in establishing TCP

connections.

2.8 Borland Visibroker

Borland Visibroker is a leading deployed and adopted ORB. Borland Enterprise

Server Visibroker edition is a complete CORBA environment for developing,

deploying, and managing distributed applications. Development under Visibroker is

supported in both Java and C++, and all product features of Visibroker are CORBA

2.6-compliant. Objects built with Visibroker can be accessed by Web-based

applications that communicate using the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP). In this

thesis, I use Visibroker for Java to implement the prototype system. Steps to create an

application using Visibroker are as follows:

1. Specify all objects interfaces using CORBA s Interface Definition

Language (IDL).

Compile the IDL file with the Visibroker IDL compiler idl2java to

generate stub routines for the client program and a skeleton code for the

object implementation.

Write the client application code, which uses stub routines for method

invocations on server objects.



Write the server object code, along with the skeleton code to implement

server objects.

The code for client and server objects is used as input to a Java compiler

to compile a Java applet or application, and object server.

These steps are shown in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4 Steps to Create an Application Using Visibroker

In addition to providing the features defined in the CORBA specification, Visibroker

also offers enhancements that increase application performance and reliability. Some

of these enhancements, which are used in this thesis, are explained below.

4.
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Smart binding: When a client application tries to bind to an object, Visibroker

enhances performance by using the most efficient communication mechanism.

The bind may be established through the shared memory, a pointer reference

or a TCP/IP socket, depending on the location of the requested object and the

platform.

Smart agent: The Smart Agent is a dynamic distributed directory service, and

it uses simplified APIS that eliminate the complexity of discovering objects.

The Smart Agent also provides other facilities (such as load balancing/fault

tolerance and location services) for both client programs and object

implementations. When a client program tries to invoke an object, the Smart

Agent is automatically consulted. Then, the Smart Agent locates the required

object implementation, and lets the client make a connection to the object

implementation. The communication between the client and the Smart Agent

is transparent to the client program.

o Gatekeeper: The Gatekeeper acts as a gateway between applets and server

objects. The Gatekeeper enables Java applets to communicate with CORBA

server object implementations without compromising network security

restrictions imposed by Web browsers.

2.9 Summary

In this chapter, I provided background information on e-commerce transactions (e.g.,

search, compare, payment, and order transactions), transaction systems (e.g., ACID

O



properties), parallel processing techniques (e.g., shared nothing systems,

intra-operation parallelism), and the workflow. In addition, I also introduced the

middlewa¡e framework used in this thesis (i.e., CORBA).



Chapter 3 System Design and Algorithms

The three-tiered architecture is usually used to design an e-commerce system because

such architecture provides great flexibility and scalability; it separates a system into

tkee distinct tiers: the presentation service tier, the business logic tier, and the

database tier.

The prcsentation senice tier provides user interfaces that present information

to a user, and collect information from the user.

The business logic tier, often referred to the "middle tier", contains most of

the application logic. This tier coordinates the application, and processes

commands; it also moves and processes data between to surrounding tiers.

The database ¡i¿¡ is the DBMS access tier. Information is stored and retrieved

from databases. In this tier, the information is passed back to the business

logic tier for processing, and eventually back to the user. Databases in the

database tier can only be accessed by the business logic tier and cannot be

accessed by the client directly.

3.1 Opportunities that Can Apply Parallel Processing

Techniques

The three{iered a¡chitecture separates an application into different blocks and makes

the application easier to maintain and upgrade. A three-tiered architecture system can

be easily deployed on a distributed environment, which provides opportunities for

applying parallel processing.



In following sections, I will explore some opportunities where we can apply

parallel processing techniques. Most of these opportunities are in the business logic

tier and the database tier. An e-commerce system contains some typical operations

such as product search, product comparison, payment processing, and order

processing. All these operations can benefit from applying parallel processing

techniques.

3.1.1 Parallel Search and Comparison

The search operation can be divided into several steps. First, in the presentation

service tier, a customer provides some search criteria and then submits the search

criteria to an e-commerce system. The business logic tier receives the search criteria

from the customer and converts the sea¡ch criteria into database queries, and then

submits the queries to the database tier. The database tier processes the queries and

retums the result to the presentation service tier. Then, the business logic tier may

apply some business logic to the data and returns the result to the customer.

In an e-commerce system, it is quite comrnon to divide a large database into

several partitions and distribute these partitions to different database servers. When

the database is divided and distributed to different database servers, it is possible to

pertorm parallel search on these paditions. We can perform sea¡ch in different data

partitions concurrently and merge the search result, and then return the result to

customers.

To provide broader selection of products, some e-commerce systems provide



services to let customers search for products from the e-commerce systems of their

partners. In these cases, when an e-commerce system receives a sea¡ch request, it r,vill

perform a sea¡ch on its own local database servers. At the same time, the system will

fo¡ward the search criteria to its partner systems, and will let partner systems perform

their sea¡ches. The search in the local e-commerce system and the searches in the

partner systems can be executed concurently. When all searches are completed, the

e-commerce system will collect and merge search results from different systems. The

merged search result \'r'ill then be returned to the customer. Figure 3-1 shows the

activity view of a parallel search.

A customer sometimes needs the search result in a certain order. The e-commerce

system needs to compare the search result and return the search result in that specific

order. It is also possible for an e-commerce system to apply parallel processing

techniques for comparison. The parallel comparison is very similar to the parallel

search. The difference is when the system merges search result from different

partitions or from different systems. The parallel comparison must compare the search

result from different partitions or from different systems and return the sea¡ch result in

order. Figure 3-2 shows an activity diagram of parallel comparison.



Figure 3-1 Activity View of Pa¡allel Search



Figure 3-2 Activity View of Parallel Comparison

3.1.2 Parallel Payment Processing

The payment process consists of processes in at least two different accounts: the first

process withdraws money from the bank account of the customer, and the second

3t



process deposits money to the bank account of the e-commerce system. In some cases,

an e-commerce system may allow a customer to withdraw money from multiple bank

accounts. In those cases, the payment process consists of more than two processes.

The withdrawal p¡¿c¿ss consists of three sub-steps. The bank will first validate

the customer's bank account, then check the available credit of that account, and

finally withdraw money from that account. The deposit przcess consists of two

sub-steps. The bank will first validate the merchant account, and deposit money to

that account-

Because the withdrawal and the deposit processes can be operated in different

accounts or different banks, it is possible for us to apply parallel processing

techniques in the business logic tier. When the e-commerce system receives the

customer payment information, the system initiates two tfueads. The first thread

deposis money to the bank account of the e-commerce system, and the second thread

withdraws money from the bank account of the customer. These two threads are

executed concurrently.

In the context of parallel processing, it is important to keep the ACID properties of

a transaction. If one thread fails in one of its sub-steps, all th¡eads should roll back

their changes. If all th¡eads are executed successfully, all their changes should be

commined. In either payment processing, if one of the sub-steps fails in the

withdrawal thread or the deposit thread, both threads should roll back their changes.

Only when both threads are executed successfully, all their changes will be committed.

Figure 3-3 shows an activity view of the process of parallel payment. If the



e-commerce system allows a customer to pay from multiple accounts, multiple

withdrawal threads should be creâted.

Figure 3-3 Activity View of Parallel Payment
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3.1.3 Parallel Order Processing

The order processing is the core service of an e-commerce system. The order process

consists of several processes: the inventory check process, the payment process, and

shipping process. For an e-commerce system, there are many concurrent users and the

inventory is updated dynamically. For each order, the system should perform an

inventory check against each product in the order (tbe i,xventory check process). The

payment pïocess was described in Section 3.1.2. The shipping process consists of

shipping information confirmation and the shipping anangement. For these different

processes, we can apply parallel processing techniques. We can initialize three

different threads for these processes. The first thread checks and updates the inventory.

The second thread processes the payment. The thi¡d thread processes the shipping.

These threads are then executed concurrently. If any of the threads fails in any of its

sub-steps, all the threads should roll back thei¡ changes, and an error message will be

generated and returned to the customer. If all the th¡eads are executed successfully, all

the tbreads will commit their changes. Finally, the system will record the detailed

order information, and will retum an invoice to the customer for future reference.

Figure 3-4 shows an activity view of order process in parallel.



lìncorrecl info

3.2 Parallel Algorithms

For each oppomrnity discussed in Section 3.1, a piece of pseudo-code is given to

show how parallel processing techniques can be applied.

3.2.1 Parallel Search Algorithm

We can apply parallel processing for search in two different tie¡s of the system (the

database tier and the business logic tier):



We can apply parallel processing for the search in the database tier. A

database can be fragmented horizontally and distributed to multiple database

servers, or simply replicated over a number of database servers. When a user

submits a search operation, the operation can be processed in parts across the

multiple database servers simultaneously.

When the e-commerce system has other pârtners to provide search service for

the system, in the business logic tieç the e-commerce site could transform

customer's search criteria into database queries and forwa¡d them to partner

systems, and execute the queries at the local site and the partner systems

simultaneously.

The business logic tier of an e-commerce system creates threads for all

participating e-commerce systems. Then, the search criteria are transformed into

database queries, which are then for\.varded to all participating e-commerce systems.

The main thread in the business logic tier of the originating e-commerce system starts

all search threads to let all threads execute simultaneously. Each paficipating
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The pseudo-code below shows a parallel search in an e-commerce system

1) Input = search criteria specified by user.

2) forall system S¡ in S do begin // define threads for different systems

3) q¡ = Convert(Input) // convert the user search criteria into a database query
4) Create thread r¡(S ¡, q¡) ll create a sea¡ch thread for each system

5) end

6) forall threads ti do begin
'7) t¡.star{) // let all threads be executed simultaneously
8) end

9) wait for all threads ,i to stop

l0) output = l)output, // collect search result from all systems
i

11) Oùtpl¡t = output // return the results from different systems to user



e-commerce system performs the search in its own database server and returns the

result to the originating e-commerce system. When all threads stop, the originating

e-conìmerce system returns the union of all the results from different systems to the

customer. Remarkably, a timeout threshold should be specified for the e-commerce

system. If not all of the threads stops (at Step 9) when the specified timeout threshold

is reached, the system should stop all the threads and throw a timeout exception.

The pseudo-code below shows how the Convert function converts the user sea¡ch

criteria into database queries (Step 3).

The Convert function takes the user search criteria as input, and converts the

search criteria to the corresponding query string. Because the underlying database

structure may be different for different e-commerce systems, different queries may be

generated for different participating e-commerce systems.

The pseudo-code below shows the code for a thread f¡ to perform search in a

participating e-commerce system (Steps 4-10).

S.1) Input S,1 q¡

S.2) forall all data partitions P¡ in gdo begin
S.3) Create thread t¡(P¡, q¡,) ll create a search thread for each partition
S.4) end

S.5)forall threads t do begin
5.6) t¡.staro // let all threads be executed simultaneously
S.7)end
S.8) wait all threads fj to stop

C.1) Input Search Criteria
C.2) St = Seatch Criteria l
C.3) Sz = Seatch Criteria 2

c.4)
C.5) quety string = select rtkd /is¡ from table list where fieldl = St and frIedz =

Sz ...

C.6) Output =



5.9) output¡= l)output, // collect search result from differenr data partitions
J

S.l0) Output =,

The pseudo-code above shows how the sea¡ch is performed in parallel in each

participating e-coÍrmerce system. The main thread initializes different search threads

for different partitions, and lets all the theads execute simultaneously. When all the

threads stop, the system collects results from different threads and returns them to the

originating e-conmerce system. In each participating e-commerce system, if not ali

the threads stops (at Step S.8) when the specified timeout threshold is reached, the

system should stop all the threads and th¡ow a timeout exception.

The pseudo-code below shows the code for a thread 4 to perform a sea¡ch in a

data partition (Steps S.3 - S.9).

P l) Input Pr; q¡

P.2) outputj = re¡¡)lt set of perform qj in data partition P¡

P.3) = outputi

3.2.2 P ar allel Comparison Algorithm

Simila¡ to the algorithm describe in Section 3.1.1, parallel processing can be applied

to comparison in two different tiers of the system (the database tier and the business

logic tier). The differences between parallel comparison and parallel sea¡ch are as

follows. First, when converting the comparison criteria, the query string should

include the ordering information. Second, when a thread collects results from other

threads, the combined result should be reordered and returned to the user.

To let the query string contain the ordering information, we should add several

steps between Step C.4 and Step C.5 in the Convert function in the parallel search.



These steps specify what comparison crìteria are used for the comparison.

C.4.1) CI = Comqarison Criteria l
C.4.2) C2 = Comparisott Criteria 2

c.4.2) ...

Step C.5 of the Convert function should also be changed to contain the

comparison criteria.

C.5) query string = seleú rtIed list from table list where Jield¡ = St and rtledz =
Sz ...ORDER BY Cr Cz, ...

When a thread collects search results in a system from different data partitions, it

should reorder the combined search result. In the local parallel search algorithm of an

e-commerce system, Step 9 could be modified to reorder the combined search result.

5.9) output¡= reorder(l)output , ) // collect search result from different data partitions
i

// then reorder the comnarison criteria.

Vr'hen the main thread collects results from different systems, it should reorder

the combined sea¡ch result. In the parallel search algorithm of the main thread,

Step 10 could be modified to reorder the combined sea¡ch result.

I0) output = reorder(l)output, ) // collect search result from all systems and then
i

// reorder result accordins to criteria

3.2.3 Parallel Payment Algorithm

In multithreaded programming, a concept called barrier is often used to synchronize

threads. When a thread runs to the barrier, it checks if all other threads reach the

ba¡rier. If other threads have not reached the ba¡rier, the thread will pause and wait for

other theads to reach the barrier. The last th¡ead that reaches the barrier needs to

release the ba¡rier and notify all paused threads to run again. The pseudo-code below



describes the barrier class code.

1) class Barrier {
2) int threshold;
3) int count = 0;

4) public Barrier(int t) [
5) threshold = t;
6))
7) public reset0 {
8) count = 0;

e))
10) public synchronized waitForRelease0 {
11) count++;
12) if (count == threshold) {
13) rese();
14) notifyAll0;
ts) )

16) else if (count < threshold) {
l7) waitQ;
18) )
1e) )

20)|

The Barrier class has two member variables and three functions. The thrcshold is

the total number of threads, and the couttt variable reflects how many threads are

reaching the barrier and waiting for release. The constructor initializes total number of

threads, the rzs¿, function resets the threads that reach the barrier, and the

waitForRelease function checks how many threads reach the barrier. The thread wili

wait if not all threads have reached the barrier. If all threads have reached the barrier,

ther. the count will be reset, and all waiting tkeads will be notified and resume their

executions.

The pseudo-code below describes the operation in the business logic tier of an

e-commerce system for the parallel payment process described in Section 3.1.2.

1) Input = user payment information P
// define eno¡ message return to the customer
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2) define en



3) create B=Barrier (totalBankThread)// create banier for threads synchronization
4) forall customer bank account P¡ ln P do begin
5) create thread fiu¡(P¡, q¡ er4 B) ll create a withdraw th¡ead for

// each customer bank account

// with bank account info, withdraw amount
// if some operation fails, then write to err

6) end
7) create thread ts(M, er4 B) // create a deposit thread for the merchant bank

// account
8) forall theads te nv¡ (-l rs do begin

9) tj.star()
10) end

// let all tfueads be executed simultaneously

l1) wait all thread to stop

12) if err = null then // check if the payment process is successful
13) return true // if successful return true
14) else

15) return err // ifnot successful, return error message

l6)end

In the code, the business logic tier creates thteads to withdraw money from

different bank accounts of a customer, and a th¡ead to deposit money to the bank

account of the e-commerce system. The business logic tier lets all the threads execute

concunently and waits for them to finish. If any enor occurs in these threads, the

main thread will rehrm an error message to the customer

The pseudo-code below describes the operation in a withdrawal thread tlr or a

deposit thread ts.

T.1) Input banklnfo, err
T.2) connect to the bank server
T.3) transform the withdraw or deposit operation to a database query q¿

T.4) if banklnfo inconect then // check the payment information or deposit
// information is correct or not

T.5) lVrite error messa ge to err // if have enor than put it in ¿rr
T.6) else

T.7) ifexecute 4¡unsuccessful // withdraw money from the account
T.8) Write error message to err // if have enor than put it in ¿r,.
T.9) end
T.10) end
T.11) bar¡ier.waitForRelease0//synchronizeallth¡eads
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'1.12) if (err == null)
T.13) commit
T.14) else

T.15) n¡llback
T.16) end

T.17) end thread

// if no enor, then commit the change

// if any enor in any thread, then rollback

A withdrawal or a deposit thread first connects to the database server of the bank,

and transforms the withdrawal or the deposit operation into a query. The th¡ead then

validates the bank account. If the account is invalid, the thread logs an error message.

If the account information is correct, the thread performs the withdrawal or deposit

operation in the account. For the withdrawal thread, if the account does not have

sufficient fund, the thread logs an error. For the deposit thread, if for any reason that

the deposit is unsuccessful, the thread logs an error. Then, the thread will synchronize

with other threads. After synchronization, if the thread finds any enor occurs in any of

the threads, the tfuead will roll back all its changes. If the thread finds that all threads

are executed successfully, the tread will commit all its changes.

The pseudo-code below describes how to transform withdrawal or deposit

operation into database query

1)Input Bank, Account, password, amount, operation
2) if operation = deposit //check deposit or withdrawal
3) query = ''UPDATE BankAccount set Balance=Balance + " amount

+ " FROM Bank.BankAccount WHERE Account =" + account

+ "AND Password =" + password;

4) else

5) query = "UPDATE BankAccount set Balance=Balance - " amount
+ " FROM Bank.BankAccount WHERE Account =" + account
+ "AND Password =" + password;

6)Ou



3.2,4 P ar allel Order Al gorithm

The order processing consists of several different processes. An inventoìj process

checks if there are sufficient products in the inventory, and updates the inventory. A

payment prncess transfers money from customer's bank accounts to the merchant

account of the e-commerce site. A shipping process checks the customer shipping

confirmation and arranges shipping time. An order-detail process records the detailed

order information such as the customer information, production information, product

price, and quantities.

The pseudo-code below shows the operations on the main thread in the business

logic tier for the order process described in Section 3.1.3.

1) Input =user payment information I Shipping information U, order information O
2) defrne err // define enor message return to the customer
3) Create B = Ba¡rier (totalTh¡eadNo) // create barrier for threads synchronization
4) forall customer's bank account P; ril P do begin
5) Create thread rw¡(P ¡. er4 B) // create withdraw thread for each customer's bank

//account

// with bank account info, withdraw amount
// if some operation fails, then write to ¿r'r'

6) end
7) create thread ts(M, en; B) // create a deposit thread for the merchant

//bank account

8) create thread titl(O, ery B) ll create an inventory thread

9) create thread tsh(S, er¿ B)// create an shipping thread
10) create thread tor(O, en, B) ll create order-detail thread
11) forall threads tje hei U ts U tinU tshU tor do begin
12) t¡.starO // let all threads be executed simultaneously
13) end

14) wait all thread to stop

15) i1 err = nuII then // check if the payment process is successful
16) return true // if successful retum true
I7) else

l8) return err // if not successful, return error message

19)end



In the code, the business logic tier creates different types of threads. Several

threads withdraw money from different bank accounts of a customer. One thread

deposits money to the bank account of the e-commerce system. One thread checks

and updates the inventory. One thread checks shipping information and arranges

shipping; one thread records detailed order information. The business logic tier lets all

the threads to be executed concurrently and waits for them to finish. If any enor

occurs in any of these threads, the main thread will return an error message to the

customer.

The payment threads of the withdrawal and deposit thread a¡e described in

Section 3.2.3. The pseudo-code below describes the operations in the inventoty

thread.

I.1)Input O, qin, ert B
I.2) connect to the inventory server

I.3) foreach productOrder in O
I.4) transform the inventory operation for productOrder to a database query qin
I.5) if execute qln unsuccessful // update inventory
I.6) Write error message to en // if have error than put it in err
L7) brcalc
I.8) end
I.9) end
I.10) ba¡rier.waitForReleaseQ //synchronizeallthreads
I.11) if (err == null)
Ll2) conunit // if no enor, then commit the change

I.13) else

I.14) rollback // if any enor in any thread, then rollback
I. i5) end
I.l6)end thread

The inventory thread connects to the database server. For each ordered product in

an order, the thread transforms the inventory operation into a database query. Then,

the thread performs the inventory operation for this product. If the operation is



unsuccessful (e.g., insufficient stock, or some other reasons), the thread logs an error

and stops updating the inventory for unprocessed products in the order; if the

operation for the current product is successful, it performs inventory operations for

other products in the order. After finishing all inventory operations, the inventory

thread then synchronizes with other theads. If the inventory thread finds that an enor

occurs in any of the threads, the inventory thread rolls back all the changes. If the

inventory th¡ead finds that all threads are executed successfully, then it commits all

the changes. The pseudo-code below shows how to transform the inventory operation

into a database query.

1)Input
2) query = "UPDATE ProductTable set Quantity=Quantity - " quanrity

+ " FROM Product.Product WHERE Product.ProductlD="
+ productlD;

3)Outout

The pseudo-code below describes the operations in lhe shipping thread

S. 1) Input .S, qsh, err B
S.2) connect to the shipping server

S.3) transfotm the shipping operation to a database quety qsh

S.4) if execute qså unsuccessful // anange shipping date
S.5) Write error message to err// if have error than put it in ¿rr
5.6) end
S.7) synchronize all threads and exchange err // synchronize all threads
S.8) if (err == null)
S.9) cotnmit // if no enor, then commit the change
S.10) else

S.l 1) rollback // if any enor in any thread, then rollback
S.12) end

S.13) end thread

The shipping thread connects to the database server, and transforms a shipping

operation into a database query. The shipping thread then executes the query to

perform the shipping operation. If the operation is unsuccessful (e.g., incorrect



shipping information), the thread logs an error. Then, the shipping tfuead

synchronizes with other threads. If the shipping thread finds that any enor occurs in

any of the threads, the shipping thread rolls back all its changes. If the shipping thread

finds that all th¡eads are executed successfully, then it commits all the changes. The

pseudo-code below shows how to transform the shipping operation to a database

query.

1)Input customerlD, address, shippingMethod, shippingFee, processTime
2) query = "INSERT INTO SHIPPINGTABLE values (" + customerlD+","+

address+","+ shippingMethod+","+ shippingFee+","+ processTime+")"
3)Outnut

The order-detail thread records the order information and the detailed order

information. Then, the order-detail thread synchronizes with other threads. If the

order-detail thread finds any error occurs in any of the threads, the order-detail thread

The pseudo-code below describes the operations in otder-detail thread.

O.l)Input O, qo4 er4B
O.2) connect to the bank se¡ver

O.3) lransþrm the record otder inþmation operatíon to a database query qor
O.4) if execute qorunsuccessful // record order information
O.5) Write error message to en// if have error than put it in ¿r,r
0.6) end
O.7) foreach ptoductOtder in O
O.8) transþtm the ¡zcotd otder infotm operatíort to a, dû,tabase query qor
O.9) if execute 4orunsuccessful // record detailed order information
O.10) Write error message to errl/ if have error than put it in ¿/,r
O.l 1) end
O.l2) end
O.13) synchronize all threads and exchange er ll syncfuonize all threads
O.14) if (er == null)
O.i5) commit // if no error, then commit the change
O.l6) else

O.1'7) rollback // if any enor in any thread, then rollback
O.18) end
O.19) end thread



will roll back all its changes. If the order-detail thread finds that all threads are

executed successfully, then it commits all the changes. The pseudo-code below shows

how to transform the record order information to a database query.

1) Input customerlD
2) query = "INSERT INTO orders (customer_ID, Order_Time) Values(

customerlD + "," + currentTime0)
3) Output

The pseudo-code below shows how to transform the record detailed order

information to a database query.

I ) Input orderlD, productlD, productPrice, productQuantity
2) query = "INSERT INTO orderdetails

(order_ID, product_ID, product_Price, product_Quantity)
Values(orderID, productlD, productPrice, productQuantity)

3)

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, I analyzed some typical e-commerce transactions (e.g., search,

comparison, payment processing, and order processing) that can benefit from

applying parallel processing techniques. In addition, I also provided pseudo-codes of

parallel algorithms for handling these transactions.



Chapter 4 lmplementation

This chapter describes the implementation of my prototype e-commerce transaction

processing system.

4.1 System Description

To discuss how to apply parallel processing techniques in a more specific context, I

implemented a prototype e-commerce system, which is a subset of an online

bookstore, in this thesis. In the system, a user may log in as a customet search for

favorite books, add books to cart, check out books, and make payment.



Figure 4-1 shows the flowchart of the prototype e-commerce system implemented

in this thesis. As shown in Figure 4-1, a user must log in to the system as a customer

to buy books from the online bookstore. If the customer's login is successful, the

customer could specify the sea¡ch criteria to find books. If the customer wants the

result in a certain order, he or she could further specify the ordering criteria. Then, the

customer could press the search button to perform a search operation. In the search

operation, the system initializes several th¡eads to perform concurrent searches in

several different sites. One of the threads performs a parallel search in databases of a

local system, and other threads perform parallel searches in databases of partner

e-commerce systems. After all threads finished their searches, the e-commerce system

combines the search results from different systems and returns the combined result to

the customer. The customer could then choose books from the combined sea¡ch result

and add the books to a shopping cart. The customer could add more books to the

shopping cart, or remove books from the shopping caÍ. If the customer wants to

check out, he or she should first provide the payment information. The payment

information may include more than one bank account information. After the payment

information is provided, the customer could then press the checkout button to check

out. The checkout process uses a two-phase commit mechanism. The two-phase

commit splits a commit operation into two parts: the prepare phase and the commit

phase. In the prepare phase of this system, the system initializes several threads to

perform several different jobs. One thread checks and updates the inventory. Several

threads check bank accounts of the customer a¡d withdraw money from those



accounts. One th¡ead deposits money to the bank account of the e-commerce system.

One th¡ead records the order and detailed order information. All these threads perform

their operations concurrently without committing their changes in the prepare phase.

ln the commit phase, the system first checks if operations of all tkeads have been

successful. If any enor occurs in any of the threads, the e-commerce system will roll

back changes made by all those threads and will display an error message. If

operations of all threads are successful, the e-commerce system will commit all the

changes and give the customer an invoice for future reference. Finally, the customer

could log out by pressing the logout button.

4.2 SystemArchitecture

This system consists of the following components:

The database server - AII persistent data (including customer information, book

information, order and detailed order information) are stored in relational

databases for permanent storage. Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) is used as

an interface for the communication between the server object and databases.

Databases can only be accessed by server objects in the business logic tier, and

cannot be accessed by the client applet directly.

The server object - The server object provides services to clients. The server

object must be running before the client makes any method invocation.

Furthermore, an Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) proxy, which will be

explained later, is used to transfer invocations of clients across a network.

a
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The Web server - The Web server allows clients to download Web pages and the

embedded client applet.

The Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) proxy - There is a security restriction for

Java client applet, which is k¡own as the "sandbox security restriction". The

restriction means that applets can only communicate with the host from where the

applet is originally downloaded. The restriction is fatal for distributed systems

since the nature of distributed systems comes from the cooperation of different

computers in networks. To solve this restriction, IIOP proxy is used on the Web

server host. The IIOP proxy could route all the IIOP messages on behalf of the

applet. From the point of view of an applet, the applet is only communicating

with the Web server host. From the point of view of CORBA objects, the applet

acts as if it resides on the same network, and these server objects are unaware of

the fact that they are communicating with applets. The Visibroker implementation

of the IIOP proxy server uses a utility called Gatekeeper. The Gatekeeper also

provides extra functionality such as HTTP tunneling, which allows the client to

execute in a firewall-protected network. Figure 4-2 shows the IIOP gateway.



Figure 4-2 IIOP Gateway

The client applet - The client applet is the front end of the system to users. For

this system, the applet is the only visible part for users. The client applet could

gather user information, receive user requests, transform user requests into

remote method invocation, and display the result returned from the server objects.
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Figure 4-3 shows the overall system architecture:

1. The Web browser downloads HTML pages from the Web server. Those pages

include both HTML contents and references to the embedded client Java applets.

2. The Web browser downloads the Java applets and Object Request Broker (ORB)

classes from the Web server. The embedded applets and ORB classes are

retrieved in form of the Java byte codes.

The Web browser starts the applet and then loads the applet into memory.

The applet invokes methods of CORBA server objects. The invocations are sent

using IIOP messages. The IIOP proxy (Gatekeeper) wraps IIOP messages into

HTTP messages and directs those invocations to server objects in the network.

The CORBA server objects return result. The returned result is sent through IIOP

messages wrapped in HTTP messages.

This system was developed using Java in both the client side and the server side.

Borland Visibroker 5.21 was used as the ORB product. Borland Visibroker for Java

provides a pure Java implementation of ORB and a complete interface definition

language (IDL) to Java language binding. Moreover, Visibroker provides a useful

utility - the Gatekeeper. The Gatekeeper is a proxy utility, which could wrap the IIOP

message into HTTP messages. Windows XP was used as the development platform,

and Borland JBuilder X was used as the development tool for both the presentation

services tier applet and the business logic tier server object. Microsoft SQL Server

2000 was used as the database server in the database tier. and Java Database

Connectivity (JDBC) was used to access the databases from the business logic tier.

53



The system was tested on l indows platform using both the Internet Explorer 6.0 and

Netscape Communicator'7 .2.

4.3 User Interfaces Design

User interfaces are essential for a user to interact with the system. Figure 4-4

shows the user interface flow used in the system. A user could log in as a customer in

the login screen. The customer could perform search operation and add books to a

shopping cart in the sea¡ch screen. In the checkout screen, the customer could provide

payment information and check out. Finally, the customer could log out from the

logout screen.

Figure 4-4 Screen Flow



Figure 4-5 shows the login screen of the system. A user must log in as a customer to

buy books from this system. The user must provide account and password first, and

then press the "Login" button to log in. If the user's login is successful, he or she will

see a screen like Figure 4-ó; otherwise, the user will receive an error message. The

user could press the "Clea¡" button to clear both inputs in the account and password

input boxes.

Figure 4-5 The Login Screen

Figure 4-6 shows the initial state of the search screen when a customer logs in. The

customer could perform a search operation by specifying the book title, edition,

author, publisher, and price range. If the customer wants the sea¡ch result in a certain

order, he or she can also specify on which {ield and in what way that the search result

should be ordered. The customer could press the "Clear" button to clear all the

specified search and ordering criteria. After specifying the search and ordering criteria,

the customer could press the "Search" button to perform the search operation, If the



search operation is successful, the customer will see a screen like Figure 4-7;

otherwise, the customer will receive an enor message.

Figure 4-6 Initial State of the Search Screen

Figure 4-7 shows the search-result screen. The customer could choose a book to add

into a shopping caft by selecting the book and pressing rhe ..Add ro Cart,, butron. The

customer could press the "Clea¡ Selection" button to clea¡ the customer selection.

After choosing all the wanted books, the customer could press the ,.View Cart,' button

to view the shipping cart shown in Figure 4-8.



Figure 4-7 The Search Screen after the Customer Performs Search Operation

Figure 4-8 shows the shopping cart screen. In the shopping cart screen, the customer

could press the "Select More" button to switch to the search screen to add more books

into the cart. The customer could also remove some books from the shopping cart by

selecting books from the cart and pressing "Remove from Cart" button. If the

customer wants to check out, he or she should provide the bank account information.

The system allows money withdrawal from up to th¡ee different bank accounts. The

customer should specify the name of the bank, the account name, the password that



associates with the account, and the withdrawal amount. The customer could press the

"Clea¡" button to clear all the bank account information. After the payment

information is provided, the customer could press the "Check Out" button to check

out. If the checkout operation is successful, the customer will see the screen shown in

Figure 4-9; otherwise, the customer will receive an error message.

Figure 4-8 The Shopping Cart Screen

Figure 4-9 shows the logout screen. After the customer has checked out, the system

processes the order, and returns an invoice number for customer reference. The

customer could choose to log out by pressing the "Logout" button. The logout



operation lets the customer log out, and switches the screen back to the login screen as

shown in Figure 4-5. Alternatively, the customer could press the "select More,'button

to switch back to the search screen as shown in Figure 4-6 without logout.

Figure 4-9 The Logout screen

4.4 IDL Design and description

In CORBA, the communication interface between client applet and server object is

defined using an interface language, the Inrerface Definition Language (IDL). The

communication interface (an IDL file) of this prototype system is described below.

module BookStoreModule {
// Structure for book information
struct book_stru {

long bookNo;
string bookTitle;
short bookEdition;
string bookAuthor;
string bookPublisher;
float bookPr.ice;



// Structure for order information
struct order_stru {

long bookNo;
float bookPrice;
long bookQuantity;

ì;

// Structure for customer account information
struct withdraw_stru (

string bankName;
string bankAcc;
string bankPwd:

float withdrawAmount;

);

// Array of book information
typedef sequence<book_stru> bookSeq;

// Array of order information
typedef sequence<order_stru> orderSeq;

// Array of customer account information
typedef sequence<withdraw_stru> withdrawSeq;

/Æxception declaration
exception LoginException {

string reason;

);

exception SearchException {
string reason;

);

exception OrderException I
string reason;

);

exception DbException {
string reason;

);



o

// Interface definition and signatures of methods of
// the bookstore server object.
interface BookStore {

boolean login(in string account, in string password) raises (LoginException,
DbException);

boolean search(in string title, in short edition, in string author,
in string publisher, in float pricelow, in float priceHigh,
in boolean ordering, in long orderingField, in boolean ascend,
out bookSeq searchResult) raises (SearchException);

boolean order(in string customerlD, in orderSeq orderlnfo, in withdrawSeq
banklnfo, out long invoiceNo) raises (OrderException);

book_stru defines a structure that holds the information of a book. This structure

allows the client to retrieve the information of the book from the server object.

order-stru defines a structure that holds the order information of a book. This

structure allows the client to pass the order information of the book to the server

object for order processing.

withdraw_stru defines a structure that holds customer's bank account

information. This structure allows the client to pass the bank account information

to the server object for payment processing.

bookSeq defines an array of book_su.u that allows the client to retrieve

information of multiple books from the server object.

orderSeq defines an anay of order_strz that allows the client to pass the order

information on multiple books to the server object for order processing.

withdrawSeq defines an artay of withdraw_sh.u that allows the client to pass

info¡mation of multiple bank accounts of a customer to the server object for

6t



payment processing

Exception declarations: Four kinds of exceptions are defined in this system:

Lo ginExc eptíon, SearchException, OrderException, DbVxception, The server

object throws LoginException when a user provides incorrect customer account

or password when the user tries to log in. The server object throws

SearchÐxception when an error occurs in a search operation in one of the

participating e-commerce systems. The server object throws OrderÐxception in

several circumstances: insufficient inventory, incorrect bank information,

insufficient credit or cash in bank accounts. The server object throws

DbException when a database cannot establish a connection or other database

ellors occur.

A BookStore server object defines all the methods that a client applet can invoke.

These methods are described as follows:

The login me rod passes a customer account and a password to the

server object for authentication. If both the customer account and the

password are correct, the method returns true to the client; otherwise, it

returns false. If any error occurs in this method, the server object raises a

I-oginException.

The search method passes search criteria and ordering criteria to the

server object for a parallel sea¡ch in all participating e-commerce

systems. The search criteria contains at least one of the fields such as the

book title, book edition, book author, book publisher, and price range.



The ordering criteria specify what kind of ordering is used for the search

result. If the search operation is successful, the method returns true;

otherwise, it retums false. If any enor occurs in this method, the method

nises a SearchException, In the implementation of this method, the

system initializes different threads for each participating e-coÍrmerce

system. All threads run concurrently. After all threads have completed,

the originating e-commerce system combines the results from different

threads and returns the combined result to the client.

The order ntethod passes the customer ID, the information of shopping

cart, and the customer payment information to the server object for order

processing. If the order is processed successfully, the method returns true

to the client; otherwise, the method returns false. If any error occurs in

this method, the method raises an OrderÛxception. In the

implementation of this method, the system creates several threads for

different operations, One thread checks and updates the inventory.

Several threads check different customer bank accounts and withdraw

money from those accounts. One th¡ead deposits money to the merchant

bank account; one thread records the detailed order information. All the

threads perform their operations concunently without committing their

changes to database. After all the threads have finished, the originating

e-coûrmerce system checks whether all the operations are successful. If

so, all the changes will be committed and an invoice number is generated



and returned to the customer; otherwise, all the changes are rolled back

and, an OrderException is raised.

4.5 Server Object

This system is implemented as a three{iered clienlserver application. Java applet

clients invoke operations of the CORBA server objects in the business logic tier via an

IIOP ORB. The server objects contain business logic, and are able to access persistent

data in the database tier. The applet clients can only communicate with CORBA

server objects. CORBA server objects can communicate with DBMS via JDBC. The

server object consists of several main classes:

BookStoreModuleServerApp: A class starts and manages server objects. This

class includes the main method to start the server object. The main method

provides the following functionalities: Initialize an ORB; register the server

object implementation to that ORB; notify a name server of the ORB that has

been initialized. Once the ORB has been registered, CORBA clients are able to

look for the interface, and sends request through the ORB to the server object.

BookStorelmpl: A server object class that provides the server side

implementation of the CORBA interface. This class implements the IDL defined

interface and all the following methods defined in that interface.

1. The login ntethod takes the customer name and password as input

parameters, creates new DbAccess objects, and then passes the customer

account and password to the customerlogin method of DbAccess for



2.

customer authentication.

The search metltod takes user search criteria and order criteria as input

parameters. The method then creates several BookSeatchThrcad thrcad

objects according the sea¡ch criteria and order criteria, and allows all the

search threads to run concurrently. Each search thread is responsible for

searching in one site. After all search threads have finished their sea¡ch,

the sea¡ch method combines the results from different threads and

retums the combined result to the customer.

The order method takes the user's payment and shopping cart

information as input parameters. The method creates several different

kinds of threads for different operations using the input parameters. An

InventoryThrcad thread is created to check and update the inventory of

books in the shopping cart. Several withdraw threads are created to

withdraw money from different customer's bank accounts. One save

thread is created to save money to the merchant bank account. One order

thread is created to record all the order information and the detailed

order information, and generate invoice. All those tfueads a¡e executed

concurrently. If operations of all the threads are successful, the order

method retums an invoice number for the customer's future reference;

otherwise, an enor message will be displayed.

Different kinds of threads: In this system, several different kinds of threads are

used for different kinds of operations. These threads a¡e listed below.



3.

The BookSearchThread ìs responsible for searching books in one site.

The thread creates a DbAccess object, and then passes the search criteria

and order criteria to the underlying DbAccess object's booksearch

nxethod to pertotm the search.

The InventoryTltreøl is responsible for inventory check and update. The

thread first creates a DbAccess object, performs inventory check and

update by calling DbAccess object's updatelnventory method, and then

waits for other threads initialized by the order method to finish. If all

threads have finished successfully, the InventoryThread will commit all

its changes; otherwise, the InventoryThread will roll back all its changes.

^|he BankThread is responsible for withdrawing or saving money to the

bank. The thread creates a DbAccess object and performs a withdrawal

or a deposit operation by calling the saveOrWithdtawMoney method of

the DbAccess object, and waits for other threads initialized by the order

method to finish. If all threads have finished successfully, the

BankThread will commit all its changes; otherwise, the BankThread will

roll back all its changes.

The OrderThread is responsible for recording all the order information

and detailed order information, and generating an invoice. The thread

creates a DbAccess object and records order and detailed order

information, generates an invoice by calling the genetateOrder method

of DbAccess, and waits for other threads initialized by the otder method



to finish. If all threads have finished successfully, the OrderThread will

commit all its changes, otherwise, the OrderThread will roll back all its

changes.

o DbAccess: A helper class provides a JDBC connection to the persistent data in

databases. DbAccess encapsulates all database operations and handles all

interaction with database using JDBC. It includes ten methods: cor,nect,

closeConnectÍon, setAutocommit, cornmit, rollback, customefl,ogin,

bookSearch, updøtel nventory, sav e0rWìthdraw Money, and, ge nerale Order.

4.6 Database Design

In the implementation of the system, five databases are used. Bookstore store

customer information, book information, and order information. The books table of

BookStore database is partitioned and distributed to different servers. Bankl, Bank2,

Bank3, and SøveBa¿fr databases are used to simulate databases of different banks.

BookStore Database:

Table¡ Customer table

The customer table holds customer information.

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[customers] (

lCustomer_IDl [nchar](lO) NOT NULL,
[Customer_Password] [nchar](10) NOT NULL,
lFirstNamel [nvarchar](20) NOT NULL ,

[LastName] [nvarchar](20) NOT NULL ,

[Address] [nvarchar](100) NOT NULL,
[City] [nvarchar](20) NOT NULL ,

[Province] [nvarchar](20) NOT NULL ,

lcountryl fnvarchar](20) NOT NULL ,

[PostCode] [nchar](l0) NOT NULL,



[Email] [nvarchar](60) NULL
)
ALTER TABLE [customers]
ADD PRIMARY KEY([CustomerJD

Table: publisher

The publisher table holds book publisher information

Table: booksl

The booksl table holds the books information stored in serverl

In this system, the books table is horizonrally partitioned, and distributed inro

different servers. The table booksl is a smaller member table of the original books

table, and it stores a horizontal slice of the original books data. The value range for

each member table is enforced by a CHECK constraint on the partitioning column,

and the value of each member's partitioning column cannot overlap. In the prototype

CREATE TABLE [dbo]. [publishers] (

[publisherlD] [int] NOT NULL ,

[publisherName] [nvarchar] (40) NOT NULL ,

[publisherAddress] [nvarcha¡] (100) NOT NULL
)
ALTER TABLE publishers

ADD PRIMARYKEY(

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[booksl] (

lbookNol [bigint] NOT NULL
CHECK ([bookNo]BETWEEN I AND 100000),

lbookTitlel [nvarchar]( 100) NOT NULL,
[bookEdition] [srnallint] NULL ,

[bookAuthor] [nvarchar](60) NOT NULL ,

[bookPrice] [float] NOT NULL ,

[bookPublisher] [int] NOT NULL ,

[bookQuantity] [inr] NOT NULL
)
AU|ER TABLE [booksl]
ADD PzuMARY KEY ([bookNo])
ALTER TABLE [booksl] ADD

CONSTRAINT [FK_booksl_publisher] FOREIGN KEY
([bookPublisher]) REFERENCES



e-commerce system, the partitioning colurnn is bookNo, the bookl table stores books

information ranging from bookNo 1 to bookNo 1000000. In another server, we can

create a similar table book2 with bookNo range from 1000001 to 2000000.

Table: Order

The orders table holds order information.

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[orders] (

lOrdeilDl [bigint] IDENTITY (1, 1) NOT NULL,
[Customer_ID] [ncha¡] (10) NOT NULL,
lo¡der_Datel [datetime] NOT NULL

)
ALIER TABLE orders

ADD PRIMARY KEY([Order_ID])

Table: orderdetails

This table holds detailed order information.

CREATE TABLE [dbo]. [orderdetails] (

[Order_ID] [bigint] NOT NULL ,

[BookNo] [bigint] NOT NULL ,

[BookPrice] lfloat] NOT NULL ,

[BookQuantity] [int] NOT NULL
)

ALTER TABLE [orderdetails]
ADD PRIMARY KEY([Order_ID],[BookNoì)

View: books_publishers_view

The books_publishers_view is created in each data partition.

CREATE VIEW Idbo].Ibooks_publishers_view] AS
select a.bookNo, a.bookTitle, a.bookEdition,
a.bookAuthor, b.publisherName, a.bookPrice
FROM [dbo].[booksl I a inner join
ldbol. [publishersl b on a.bookPublisher =



Bank databases:

To perform payment processing, four banks databases that represent data stored in

banks are used. These bank databases a¡e almost identical in term of size and

structure.

Databases: BankI, Bank2, Bank3, SaveBank

Table: BankÂccount

BankAccount table stores bank information of credit cards.

CREATE TABLE [dbo]. [BankAccountl (

[Account] [nchar] (10) NOT NULL ,

[Password] fnchar] (10) NOT NULL,
[Balance] lfloat] NOT NULL

)
AL|ER TABLE [dbo]. [BankAccount] ADD

PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED ([Accounr])

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, I discussed the implementation of my prototype e-commerce

transaction processing system for an online bookstore. In particular, I described the

system architecture, including user interfaces (which allow users to interact with my

system) & interface definition language, server objects (which provide users services),

and databases (which store all data).



Chapter 5 Performance Analysis

In this chapte¡ I describe and analyze experimental results of my prototype

e-commerce system.

5.1 Metrics Used to Evaluate Performance.

Metrics such as run-time, speedup, and scale-up are often used to gauge the

performance of a parallel implementation. I used these three metrics to analyze the

performance of the parallel implementation in this thesis.

o Run-time¡ Run-time is the most primitive metric to gauge the performance of a

parallel application. I compare the best sequential algorithm run-time l" with the

parallel run{ime t .

o Speedup: Speedup is a metric that captures the relative benefit of solving a

problem in parallel over using a single processor system for the same problem.

Speedup is defined as:

s(p)=TlTp

where Zr is the time required by the algo¡ithm on one processot and Ç is the

time required on P processors.

o Scaleup: Scaleup is the ability of an application to retain response time as the job

size o¡ the transaction volume increases by adding additional resources.



5.2 The Performance Analysis Environment

5.2.1 Hardware and Software

The performance study in this thesis was conducted on six nodes ofpCs in the Cargill

Lab in Department of Computer Science at the University of Manitoba. One node acts

as a Web server, as an application server, and as a database server. All other nodes act

as database servers, which store parts of the database. All the nodes are 866 MHz Intel

Pentium III systems with 256 MB memory, 20 GB local disk storage, and a fast

Ethernet network card. Nodes are linked with 100M fast Ethernet. The Microsoft

Windows 2003 Enterprise is the operating system for all nodes, while Microsoft SeL

Server 2000 Enterprise is used as DBMS for all the nodes. Borland Enterprise Server

5.21 Visibroker is used as an application server and Borland Enterprise Server 5.21

Gatekeeper is used as a Web server.

Figure 5-l System Organization Overview

Figure 5-1 shows the system organization of the network and a¡rangement of the

databases. Each node has its own database instance. The first node gets requests from



clients and spawns query processes on each of the nodes. After each query process

finishes executing on each node, the results are returned to the first node, which in

turn assembles the results to provide the final output for client request.

5.2.2 D atabase Description

The BookStore database contains 6 million records (approximately 380 MB in size).

Each of the Bankl, Bank2, Bank3, SaveBanft databases contains I million records

(approximately 306M8 in size).

The performance test was based on three kinds of frequently used e-commerce

transactions: the search, comparison, and order processing (Because payment

processing was included in the order processing of the prototype system, there was no

performance test made for payment processing.) For each kind of transactions, the

speedup and the scale-up analyses were performed. For the speedup test, the

BookStore database was partitioned using a range partitioning algorithm on the

BookNo fteld and evenly distributed to each node. Table 5-1 shows how data in the

Bookstore database were partitioned and distributed.

Table 5-1 BookStore Database for the Speedup & Transaction Volume Scaleup Tests

Test

name

Nodes

ínvolved

Records

in each

node

Data size in
each node

Total

records

Total datâ

size

Test I I 6M 38OMB 6M 38OMB

Test2 2 3M IgOMB 6M 38OMB

Test3 3 2M t26.7MB 6M 38OMB

Test4 4 l.5M 95MB 6M 38OMB

Test5 5 1.2M 76MB 6M 38OMB

Test6 6 IM 63.3M8 6M 38OMB



For the scaleup test, two different tests were performed: (1) the transaction

volume test and (2) the response time test. The transaction volume test measured how

many transactions the system could process per minute when the number of processor

nodes increased while the amount of data in the database remained constant. The

BookStore database used in the transaction volume scaleup test is shown in Table 5-1.

The rcsponse rirne test measvÍed the response time for a transaction when the number

of processor nodes increased in proportion to the amount of data in the database. The

BookStore database used in the response time scaleup test is shown in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2 BookStore Database for the Response Time Scaleup Test

Test

name

Nodes

involved

Records in
each node

Bookstore dafa in
each node

Total

records

Total

dâtå size

Testl M 63.3M8 IM 63.3M8
Test2 2 M 63.3M8 2M t26.7MB
Test3 3 M 63.3M8 3M I9OMB
Test4 4 M 63.3M8 4M 253.3M8
Test5 5 M 63,3MB 5M 3l6.?MB
Test6 6 M 63.3M8 6M 38OMB

These two scaleup tests are related. Because the transaction volume could be

computed using transaction volume = one minute / rcsponse time per transaction, the

transaction volume test could be considered as the response time test when the

number of processor nodes increased while the amount of data in the database

remained constant.

5.3 Test Results on Searches and Comparisons

The sea¡ch and comparison transactions a¡e similar. Comparison transactions first

perform a search operation, compare the ¡esult from the search opetutjon and then



return the reordered result to the client. For both sea¡ch and comparison transactions,

different numbers of database servers and different criteria are used for the speedup

and the scaleup tests.

5.3.1 Searches Based on One Criterion

Table 5-3 shows the search criterion and result set size of Searchl and Comaprel for

the speedup and the scaleup tests. Figure 5-2 shows the run-time for different queries

in the speedup test for Searchl.

Table 5-3 Sea¡ch and Compare Criterion for Sea¡chl and Comparel

Query
Name

Criteria Result set

size

Ordering field
(for compare onlv)

Searchl-a

ComÞarel-a

Title contains'lava" l9 Title

Searchl -b

Comoarel -b

Autho¡ contains "dan" 4 Title

Searchl-c

Comparel -c

Publisher = "Microsoft" 6 Tirle

Searchl-d

Comparel-d

Price > 10 60 Title

Run time chart for Searchl speedup test
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Figure 5-2 Run+ime Chart for the Searchl Speedup Test



The run{ime of a sequential search transaction (i.e., when the number of nodes = l)

can be computed using:

T,"c-uoo¡ = tu

wheÍe Tseq.seatcttstands for the run{ime of the sequential search, and fsr stands for the

time that used for the sequential search. Similarly, the run-time of a parallel search

transaction (i.e., when the number of nodes > l) can be computed using:

Tpnr-search = tnnn * lps* lconun

where Tnn,-""onnstands for the run-time of the parallel search, fín,, stands for the time

used for initializing the parallel search in different nodes, tp, stands for the time used

for the parallel search, and tca,,¡,,¡ refers to the communication time between nodes (e.g.,

the time for each node to send result to the originating node). As the sea¡ch time in

each node may be different, fp" is the longest time among all the nodes performing the

sea¡ches.

Figure 5-3 shows the relative speedup for different queries in the speedup test for

Searchl; it shows that linear speedups (i.e., the tinte taken for searching transactions

decrcased in proportion to the ìncrease in the number of ptocessor nodes) were

achieved for all searches using one criterion. In our test, since the data for search was

large and the result set of the search was small, the communication overhead was

small. So,

Tpa,-search = tsh + tps+ h.*n= tpn

Moreoveç the number of records in each node was 1/tt of the original data (where ¡ =

the number of nodes involved in the test). Therefore, the scan time of a parallel search



and

was 1/r¿ of a sequential seatch (i.e., tr"= t", / n). Hence,

Tpnr+mrch = tstuft + tps+ t"orrn= tp"=Ts"q-uo,"h/ tr

Speetlupunnt, = T""na¿a¡s¡/Trnn""no¡ = n,

This explains why linear speedup was achieved (when result set was small and the

data for the search was large). However, when the result set is large, the

communication cost ,¿o,,,,,¡ will increase, which will then cause a sub-linear speedup.

,'4-
-444K

--r- Search 1-a
I ---¡- Search l-b
!I Search 1-c

l 1' Searchl-d

Figure 5-3 Relative Speedup Chart for the Searchl Speedup Test

Figure 5-4 shows how many search transactions can be processed per minute for

different queries in the transaction volume scaleup test in Searchl. The transaction

volume of a sequential sea¡ch and a parallel search can be computed, respectively,

using:

Vol¡,ou-r"o = I /T***..¡

Vol¡nu-oo, -- | / Tpar-unot,.

Speedup chart for Searchl

and



So, the scaleup can be computed using

Scaleup,"o,"¡, = Vol,^*rn,/ Vol¡,n,,-""n= T,"q¡¿on¡ I Tpnn,"n,,n = n.

This explains why in Figure 5-5 linear scaleups (i.e., the transaction volume was

increased in ptoportion îo the number of processor nodes was incrcased) were

achieved for all seæches using different one-criterion queries in various tests for

Searchl.

Transaction volume chart for Searchl
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Figure 5-4 Transaction Volume Chart for the Searchl Scaleup Test
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Figure 5-6 shows the response times for the response time scaleup test. In the

response time scaleup test, because the number of records in each node was constant,

the scan time of parallel search was almost the same as the sequential search in one

node (trs 
^, 

tpr). So,

T seq- sea rc¡ È T par-search,

This explains'"vhy linear scaleups (i.e., search times we¡z sustained when the number

of processor nodes was increased in ptoportion to the amount oÍ data in the database)

were achieved for all searches using different one-criterion queries in various tests for

Searchl.
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Figure 5-6 Response Time Cha¡t for the Searchl Scaleup Test

For the scaleup tests, Iinea¡ scaleups were achieved when result set was small and the

data for search was large. Howeve¡ when the result set was latge, the communication

cost tconu¡t increased. The increased communication cost then caused a sub-linear

scaleup.



5.3.2 Comparisons Based on One Criterion

The run{ime for comparing transaction can be computed based on the run-time for

searching transaction. The run-time for handling sequential comparison transactions

(i.e,, when the number of nodes = 1) can be computed using:

Tu**^p*" = Tuq-"earc¡ t tco,npo,e= tss + lco¡.Ìtparc

where T""o-"o,,rn," stands for the sequential compare transaction run{ime, and t"o,,rn,"

refers to the time used to compare and order the searched result. Similarly, the

run-time for handling parallel comparison transactions (i.e., when the number of

nodes > 1) can be computed using:

Tpn,*.an= Tpnn,enon 4 t,o,,pn,e= (t,¡nn + tps+ tcon,,) * t"ou,po,"

where the Tpnn"o,,pn,"stãnds for the parallel compare transaction run-time, and tconp.rc

refers to the time used to compare and order the searched result. Figure 5-7 shows the

run-time for different queries in the speedup test for Comparel.

Run time chart for Comparel speedup test
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Figure 5-7 Run+ime Chart fo¡ the Comparel Speedup Test



Figure 5-8 shows the relative speedup for different queries in speedup tests for

Comparel. The experimental test result in Figure 5-8 shows that linear speedups (i.e.,

the time taken for comparing transactions decreased in proportion to the increase in

the number of processor nodes) were achieved for all comparisons using one criterion.

Here, the data for search was large, and the result set of the search was small.

Therefore, the time used to initialize the sea¡ch, the time used to communicate, and

the time used to compare and order the result set were all short. Hence,

Tr"q-ro^pnr" = Tusuearch * lcon¡pare= 135* lror,rnn = ¡u

and

Tpn,.co,,pno = Tpnn""non t t,ou,pa," = (tnon + tp"+ ho^.) + tcoùtparc È îps.

The number of records in each node was l/¿ of the original data (where n stands for

the number of node involved in the speedup test), and the runtime was 1/r, of the

sequential search (i.e., tp"= t", / ìt). Hence,

Tpn, 
"o,,po,"= 

tp" = t"" / n =T""q.,o,,po," / n

and

Speedup*.p*" -- T""q-"o,,,po," / Tpo,-conrparc = n.

This explains why linear speedup was achieved (when the result set was small and the

data for the search was large). However, when the result set was large, the

communication cost tc¿,,,,,, increased, and the time used to compare and reorder the

sea¡ch result t,ou,pnrc increased. These two increased-costs then caused a sub-linear

speedup.
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Figure 5-8 Relative Speedup Cha¡t for the Comparel Speedup Test

Figure 5-9 show how many comparison transactions can be processed per minute for

the different queries used in the scaleup test for Compalel. The transaction volume of

the sequential comparison and the parallel comparison can be computed using:

Vol',n,,-,"' = Í /Tuq."o,,pno

and

Volnnn-ro, = 1 / Tr".*^p.*.

So, the scaleup can be computed using:

Scaleup"o,,,rno = Volm,,.o",l Vol***n= T,"q-"o,,,pn," / Tpn,."ontpare= 1.

This explains why in Figure 5-10 linear scaleups (i.e., the transaction volume was

increased in proportion to the number of processor nodes was increased) were

achieved for all comparisons using different one-crite¡ion queries in various tests for

Compare 1 .

for Comparel
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Figure 5-11 shows response times for the response time scaleup test. In the

response time scaleup test, because the number of records in each node was constant,

the scan time of parallel sea¡ch was almost the same as the sequential search in one

node (tsrã ¡pr). So,

T r rq- 
"ou, 

por" = T po rrou,pn r",
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This explains why linear scaleups (comparison times were sustained when the number

of processor nodes was increased in proportion to the amount of data in the database)

were achieved for all sea¡ches using different one-criterion queries in various tests for

Comparel.

t23456
Factor (Node=Factor;

Total data size=Factor*63. 3MB)

Figure 5- 11 Response Time Chart for the Comparel Scaleup Test

For the scaleup tests, linear scaleups were achieved when result set was small and the

data for search was large. However, when the result set was large, the communication

cost fco,,¡,,¡ increased, and the time used to compare and reorder the search resùlt t*,,,po,"

also increased. These two increased-costs then caused a sub-linear scaleup.

5.3.3 Searches and Comparisons Based on Two and Three

Criteria

Table 5-4 shows the sea¡ch criteria and result set size for Search2 and Compare2 tests;

Table 5-5 shows the sea¡ch criteria and result set size fo¡ Search3 and Compare3 tests.
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Table 5-4 Search and Compare Criteria for Search2 and Compare2

Query
Name

Criteriâ Result set

size

Ord€ring field
(for Compare only)

Search2-a

Compare2-a

Title contains 'Jaya"

Author contains "dan"

2 Publisher

Search2-b

ComDare2-b

Title contains 'lava"
Publisher = "Microsoft"

2 Publisher

Search2-c

Compare2-c

Publisher = "Microsoft"

Price > l0
6 Publisher

Search2-d

Compare2-d

Price > 10

P¡ice <80

43 Publisher

Table 5-5 Search and Compare Criteria for Search3 and Compare3

Query
Name

Críteria Result set

size

Ordering fìeld
(for Compare only)

Search3-a

Compare3-a

Title contains 'lava"
Author contains "dan"

Publisher = "Microsoft"

I Author

Sea¡ch3-b

Compare3-b

Title contains "java"

Edition = 2

Publisher = "John willy and sons"

0 Author

Search3-c

Compare3-c

Title contains "java"

Publisher = "Microsoft"

Price > 10

2 Author

Search3-d

Compare3-d

Publishe¡ = "Microsoft"

Price > 10

Price <80

43 Author

Experimental results can be found in Appendix A. From these test results, sub-linea¡

speedups and sublinear scaleups were achieved for both the search and comparisons

using both two criteria and three criteria.

5.4 Test Results on Order Processing

For the order transactions, two sets of order tests were performed. In the first set, each

transaction includes sz¡all number of distinct books; in the second set, each



transaction includes large number of distinct books. For each set of order transaction,

I recorded the run-time, and computed relative speedups and scaleups.

5.4.1Small Orders

For small orders, I used three different transaction queries with one deposit bank (i.e.,

one bank for customers to deposit money) and varying number of withdrawal banks

(i.e., banks for customers to $/ithdraw money). Query Smallorder-a uses one

withdrawal bank for the e-commerce system, query Smallorder-b uses two withdrawal

banks, and query Smallorder-c uses three withdrawal banks. Table 5-6 shows distinct

banks involved in each transaction. In each transaction in the test, 60 different books

a¡e ordered. All distinct books are evenly distributed into different partitions in

different nodes.

Table 5-6 Banks nvolved in Different in Smallorder

Query Withdraw bank No. DeDosit bank No
Smallo¡der-a 1

Smallorder-b 2

Smallo¡der-c 3

The run{ime of a sequential order transaction can be computed using:

Tuq = Tuq,,p¿nø + T6¡ +... +76,, + To¿",

where Z,,n stands for the run-time of a sequential order transaction, Tseq.updalestands foÍ

the time used for inventory check and vpdate, Tbt...Tb, stands for the time used for

communicating with different banks, and Zo¿", stands for the time used for recording

the order and detailed order information. The run-time of a parallel o¡der transaction



can be computed using:

T*, = N1ax(Tpn,.,qant" , Tat,,..T¡,, T_¿")

where ?r,, stands for the run-time of a parallel order transaction , Tpo,-upanr" stands for

the time used for performing inventory check in different data nodes, T6¡...76,, and,

T¿¡¿¿¡ ÃÛe same as above. Since all the operations (inventory update, different bank

processing, and order generation) in parallel order transaction are concurrently

performed, the processing time Tpn is the longest processing time of all operations.

Figure 5-12 shows the run-time for different queries in a speedup test for Smallorder.

Run time chart for Smallorder speedup test

Figure 5-12 Run-time Chart for the Smallorder Speedup Test

Because the number of records in one node was l/r of original data, the update time

was l/n of original data. Therefore,

Tpar-upaate = T""o,,o¿n¡"/ n + Tco¡,t.ìt+ Tsþíup

where 7",n,,,,0 stands for the time that the originating node to start up the update

operation in different nodes, and 7"o,,,,, stands for the time for time that the originating

node sends the ordered books information to other nodes for the update operation,
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Hence, the run-time ofa parallel order ftansaction can be computed using:

To* = Max(7,"q-,,pan,"/ n + 7"o,,,,,,+ Tn*¡,p, T6¡,...?]6* To¿u).

For the test for small orders (shown in Figure 5-13), when the involving nodes

increased, the communication cost increased and T,"n.,,r¿n'" / n decreased. Since

Tssq-r¡p¿a¡¿v,tàs very small, the increase in the communication cost was more than the

decrease in 7""0.,,0¿n¡"/ n. Therefore, Tpan,tpaare increased. Moreove¡ the speedup test

was performed using a local network, fhe ?:61,...T6,, were very small, and can be

ignored. Thus, when the order was small, Tpn,-,paot" took longer than T""n.,,r¿n¡" when

node increased. This means that the performance of parallel order processing was

worse than sequential order processing. Howeve¡ in reality, the communication cost

with banks T6¡,...76,was high, and was much greater than Tpar-updare or T,"nu,o¿n,"for

small orders. So,

T 
""q = T 

""s 
u,p¿nte + (T u +... +T ø,,) I T 6,¿ 

", = T 6 ¡ *... -l T 6,,

and

Ton, = Max(To*.uo¿nø Tu,...Tt* T-¿*) =Max(76¡,...76).

Comparing to the sequential order transaction, the parallel order transaction took less

time (Ç",< Z,"a because Max(T¡¡...76,) <Ty+...+76,,,). However, using more nodes

did not lead to high speedup for small orders, because using more nodes did not affect

the communication cost with banks,
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Figure 5-13 Relative Speedup Cha¡t for the Smallorder Speedup Test

Figure 5-14 shows how many order transactions can be processed per minute for

different quer.ies in the Smallorder's transaction volume scaleup test. Figure 5-15

shows the response times for different queries in the Smallorder,s response time

scaleup test.
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Figure 5-14 Transaction Voìume Chart for the Smallorder Scaleup Test
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Figure 5-15 Response Time Cha¡t for the Smallorder Scaleup Test

Figure 5-16 shows that sub-linear scaleups were achieved for orders have small

number of distinct books.
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When the involving nodes increased, the communication cost increased. Hence,

Tpar-ttpaøe increased as well. Because I used a local network, T ,...Tu,, were very small,

and were ignored. Moreover, when the order was small, Tpat-ltpd(tle took longer than



T""q.up¿nt". (i.e., not lead to high scaleup). Figure 5- l6 shows such a result. However, in

reality, the communication with banks 761,...76,,\vas long, and was much greater than

Tpar-updarc of T""o-,,r¿o," for small orders. So,

Tuq = Tuq-up¿ot" + (Tbt+...+Tb,) -l Tp¿¿¡= T6¡t...*76,¡

and

T *, = Max(T *,.,, p¿n ¡", T w,... T t n, T *a ",) = Max(T u,...T tò.

Compared to the sequential processed order, the parallel processed order used less

time. However, the scaleup was not high because using more nodes did not affect the

processing time. Thus, the number of transactions processed per minute did not

increase when the involving nodes increased.

5.4.2Large Orders

simila¡ to the queries used for small orders, I also used three transaction queries with

one deposit bank and va¡ied number of withdrawal banks (where eueries

Largeorder-a, -b, & -c uses one, two, & three withdrawal banks respectively) for large

orders. Table 5-7 shows different banks involved in each transaction. In each

transaction in the test, 6060 distinct books were ordered.

Table 5-7 Banks Involved in Different ln
Query Withdraw bank No. Deposit bank No

Largeorder-a I
Largeorder-b 2
Largeorder-c 3

Figure 5-17 shows the runtime fo¡

Largeorder.

different queries in the speedup test fof
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Figure 5- 17 Run-time Cha¡t for the Largeorder Speedup Test

For large order, the communication cost with banks can be ignored. Hence,

Tuq = Tuqu,p¿nt" + (Tbt+...+Tb,) * To,¿"¡= Tuo,,o¿,t" tTo¿",

and

To* = Max(T*,.*¿øo Tu,...Tt* T-¿u) = }4ax(Too,u,paot", Toø",).

Because in my implementation, the order table was not partitioned and distributed,

Toder rcmained, the same and no communication was involved. Moreover. in most

Cãses, Tpa¡-ttpante) T-¿", . So,

Too, = Max(T*,.upan¡", Tw,...Ttu, 7.,¿",) = Max(Tp"r.upaate, Toraer) ã Tpar.updare.

In the large-order speedup test, when the number of nodes increased, 2"o,,,,,, increased

and, Tur.,,r¿n¡" / n decreased. Since the decrease in T""n.,,.¿n¡" / n was more than the

increase in 1",,,,,,,, a sublinea¡ speedup was achieved (as shown in Figure 5-1g) for

orders having large number of distinct books.
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Figure 5-18 Relative Speedup Chart for the Lægeorder Speedup Test

Figure 5-19 shows how many order transactions can be processed per minute for

different queries in the Largeorder's transaction volume scaleup test. Figure 5-20

shows the response times for the response time scaleup for different queries in the

Largeorder's response time scaleup test.
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Figure 5-19 Transaction Volume Chart fof the Largeorder Scaleup Test
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Figure 5-20 Response Time Chart for the Largeorder Scaleup Test

Figure 5-21 shows the scaleup for different queries in the scaleup test for Largeorder.

We can see that sub-linear scaleup has been achieved for orders have large number of

distinct books.

Here, when the number of nodes increased, 2.o,,,,,, increased and T,"r-,,¿n¡" / tt

decreased. Since the decrease in 7,"0.,,r¿n¡"/ n was more than the increase in Tco,., ¡be

number of order transactions processed per minute increased. As shown in

Figure 5-21, a sub-linear speedup was achieved.

Scaleup chart for Largeorder

Figure 5-21 Scaleup Chart for the Largeorder Scaleup Test



5.5 Summary

In this chapter, I described and analyzed experimental results of my prototype

e-commerce system. The results showed that my system provided good speed_up and

scale-up. In other words, the time taken for processing transactions decreased when

the number of processors increased. Moreover, the system sustained the runtime per

transaction.



Chapter 6 Conclusions

The wide acceptance and use of the world wide web has significantly expanded the

horizons of commerce, and has changed the face of commercial transactions we used

to k¡ow to a new form of transactions (namely, e-commerce transactions). An

e-commerce transaction processing system, which processes e-coÍrmerce transactions,

requires high throughput and high performance. Traditional sequential transaction

processing techniques fails to meet these e-comrnerce system requirements. Howeve¡

parallel processing techniques could be used to deal with the demands of e-commerce

system. In this thesis, our goal of this thesis was to (a) investigate typical e_commerce

transactions, (b) identify the aspects in those transactions that could benefit from

parallel processing, (c) apply parallel processing techniques suitable for those

transactions to e-commerce system, and (d) provide a reliable, flexible, and scalable

e-commerce transaction system design.

6.L Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, I analyzed some typical e-commerce transactions such as the search,

compare, payment, and order transactions. Each of these transactions can be benefited

by applying parallel processing techniques in their implementations. Each of the

transactions was analyzed using the UML activity diagram to isolate opportunities

that are amenable to parallel processing techniques.

Furthermore, a detail design of a prototype e-commerce transaction processing

system using parallel techniques in the processing of transactions was provided. My



system design used typical three-tiered architecture, which is very reìiable and

flexible. In the database tier of the system, parallel databases are used to store

persistent data, which could provide good scalability. In the business logic tier,

multithead techniques are used to access data stored in different e-commerce systems.

The use of parallel databases and multithread techniques ensures higher performance

and higher throughput.

Finally, I implemented a prototype e-commerce system that applies parallel

processing techniques designed in this thesis. The system was implemented based on

CORBA architecture. Performance test results of the prototype e-commerce system

showed that applying parallel processing techniques results in better performance and

higher throughput than using the sequential processing techniques.

6.2 Future work

In this thesis, I discussed how to apply parallel processing techniques in e-commerce

systems to achieve higher performance. In the future, several things need to be

investigated in detail in an e-commerce system design. For example, how to balance

the workload? How to make a system fault tolerant? How to ensure euality of Service

(QoS)? Load balance is a measure of how to evenly distributed work among a set of

parallel processors. Parallel programs are the most efficient when the load is perfectly

balanced. If the workload of an e-commerce system is well balanced among

processors, higher performance can be achieved. Fault tolerance refers to the ability

to continue non-stop when a ha¡dwa¡e failure occurs. A fault tolerant system is

designed from the ground up for reliability by building multiples of all critical



components such as CPUS, memories, disks and power supplies into a system. If an

e-commerce system is fault tolerant, the availability and reliability of the system is

ensured. The Qos refers to ensure a guaranteed level of performance delivered to the

customer; it can be cha¡acterized by several basic performance criteria including

availability, performance, response time and throughput. In order to keep the eoS of

the system high, an e-commerce system that uses parallel processing techniques must

be designed with great exrensibiliry.
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Appendix A Performance Test Result for Search and

Comparison Based on TWo and Three Criteria

Run time chart for Search2 speedup test
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